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Messiaen the Theologian 
Program 
Friday 12 October 
8:30 a.m . 
9:00 a.m . 
9:15 
11:00 a.m. 
11:30 a.m. 
1:00 p.m. 
Coffee and donuts / registration 
Welcome and introductions 
Andre de Quadros, Director of the School of Music 
SESSION 1 - MESSIAEN THE CATHOLIC 
Andrew Shenton (Boston University), Chair 
A portrait of Messiaen the Catholic, from Messiaen the reader of 
Catholic literature. 
Yves Balmer 
The music of Messiaen : an inspiration for Cardinal Jean-Marie 
Lustiger's renewal of liturgy in the wake of the Second Vatican 
Council. 
Karin Heller 
Divine Intimacy: Olivier Messiaen and a Theology of Joyous 
Relationality Between God and Humanity. 
Stephen Butler Murray 
Refreshment break 
SESSION 2 - THEQRY AND THEOLOGY 
Mark DeVoto (Tufts University), Chair 
Complexity within simplicity : modes and color chords in the 
first movement of Messiaen 's Ee/airs sur /'au-dela ... 
Martin Lee 
The 'invisible temple' of Sept Haikai". 
Wai Ling Cheong 
The changing touch: Olivier Messiaen's toccatas. 
Luke Berryman 
Lunch 
3:00 p.m . 
5:00 p.m . 
6:00 p .m. 
8:00 p.m. 
SESSION 3 - MODERNISM AND THE AVANT-GARDE 
Thomas Peattie (Boston University), Chair 
Messiaen as preacher and evangelist in the context of European 
modernism. 
Peter Bannister 
The fusion of the philosophies of Saint Thomas Aquinas and 
Henri Bergson in Olivier Messiaen's theology of time . 
Vincent Benitez 
Olivier Messiaen and the avant-garde . 
Robert Sholl 
Social Hour (with light refreshments) 
Dinner 
Evening performance in Marsh Chapel 
Paul Festa's award-winning film 'Apparition of the Eternal 
Church ' 
OLNIER MESSIAEN Apparition de l'Eglise Eternelle 
ANDREW SHENTON organ 
Round-table discussion hosted by Victor Coelho (BU) with Paul 
Festa, and David Weininger (Boston Globe) 
Saturday 13 October 
8:30 a.m. 
9:00 a.m. 
Coffee and donuts 
SESSION 4 - SPIRITUALITY, DOGMATISM AND 
NEO-SCHOLASTICISM 
Alexandre Abdoulvaev (Boston University), Chair 
Dante as guide to Messiaen's Gothic spirituality . 
Robert Fallon 
Messiaen the dogmatic. 
Adam Gustafson 
Messiaen's relationship to Jacques Maritain's musical circle anc:, 
neo-scholasticism. 
Douglas Shadle 
11:00 a.m. 
11:30 a.m . 
12:30 p.m. 
3:00 p.m. 
5:00 p.m. 
5:30 p.m . 
8:00 p.m. 
Refreshment break 
KEY-NOTE ADDRESS: REV. DR. STEPHEN SCHLOESSER, SJ 
(BOSTON COLLEGE) 
The charm of impossibilities: mystic surrealism as contemplative 
voluptuousness 
Lunch 
SESSION 5 - NAIVETE, IMMANENCE AND CHRISTOLOGY 
Alexander Rehding (Harvard University), Chair 
On Messiaen's 'saintly na'ivete ' . 
Sander van Maas 
The thrilling romance of orthodoxy: theological immanence and 
Messiaen's Saint Franr;ois d'Assise. 
Ryan W. Dohoney 
Messiaen reads the infancy gospels: The Vingt Regards as Christology . 
David Cannata 
Conference wrap-up and discussion of <oliviermessiaen.net> 
Dinner 
Concert in CFA Concert Hall 
OLIVIER MESSIAEN Fantasie pour violon et piano (1935) 
PAUL FESTA violin 
OLIVIER MESSIAEN 
CLAUDE DEBUSSY 
OLIVIER MESSIAEN 
LUKE BERRYMAN piano 
Un rejlet dans le vent [A reflection in the wind] 
Ondine [Ondine (Water nymph)] 
"Les fees sont d'exquises danseuses" [The fairies 
are exquisite dancers] 
Brouillards [Mists] 
Feuilles mortes [Dead leaves] 
La colombe [The dove] 
KETTY NEZ piano 
sonorities collide in Brouillards ("mists") , rich extended sonorities float without pulse in 
Feuilles mortes ("dead leaves "), a delicate waltz intermingle s with chromatic flourishes in 
Les f ees sont d'exquises danseuses ("the fairies are exquisite dancers") , and rushes of 
sparkling sonorities evoke the seductive water nymph Ondine (recalling the 
virtuosic textures of Ravel's earlier piano work of the same name, 1908). In similarly 
evocative vein , Messiaen's La colombe ("the dove"), alluding to his devout Catholicism, 
contrasts with the paganly sensual- quintessentially Debussyian - Un reflet dans le vent ("a 
reflection in the wind") . 
Debussy and Messiaen: Melodies 
The songs by Debus sy and Messiaen also serve to highlight some of the musical 
pollination of the younger composer. Debussy declared that "clarity of expression, preci -
sion and concentration of form are qualities peculiar to the French genius ," and these are 
well demon strated in his songs , however , the Poemes pour Mi demonstrate a truly remark-
able maturity of style and technique in a composer still in his twentie s. The first pair of 
songs by Debussy set poems by Paul Bourget (1852-1935). The two romances speak of 
love in reverenced tones and use flowers as symbols of remembrance . Bourget alsr \ote 
the poem for one of Debussy's most well-known songs, "Beau soir," a tender noctuL ~tor 
lovers . The last song by Debussy sets part of a poem by Theodore Faullin de Banville 
(1823-1891), and is an exquisitely crafted miniature . 
Composed at Petichet in the south-east of France in 1936, the Poemes pour Mi for 
soprano and piano were orchestrated the following year and published by Durand 
(Paris). They were published in two books and premiered in Paris on 28 April .1937, by 
Marcelle Bunlet accompanied by the composer. The cycle consists of nine songs in two 
separate volumes on poems written by Messiaen himself which broadly extol the virtues 
of marriage . They bear in their title a dedication to Claire Delbos whom Messiaen had 
married in 1932 and whose nickname was 'Mi'. In the preface to Technique de mon langage 
musical Messiaen wrote that his songs "often present by their proportions and character , 
an aspect of abridged theatrical scenes ." This is certainly true for Poemes pour Mi. This 
evening we have chosen those songs which speak most clearly of the relationship of hus-
band and wife, especially in its religious dimension. The set opens with the longest piece, 
"Thanksgiving," in which the composer thanks God for the gift of their union and for the 
gift of Jesus . The second song, "The house," alludes to death ending sorrow and to Truth 
in angelic form . "The wife" recalls Christian dogma about marriage ("nothing can sepa-
rate that which God has joined") and is simpler and calmer than the previous piece . The 
wife is also recalled in the fourth song "Your voice," which is an elegy to her beauty and 
grace. The fifth song depicts the couple as "sacramental warriors " on a march to the Hol y 
City. 
The music of Poemes is fluent in its use of pedal points, embellishments , extend-
ed appoggiaturas and modes of limited transposition . Although performed comparative-
ly rarely compared to other French melodies, the Poemes demonstrate a mature and per-
sonal style for Messiaen and in his Technique Messiaen himself noted that he had not 
quoted very much from his two song cycles (Poemes pour Mi and Chants de Terre et Ciel) 
but "since they are particularly 'true ' in sentiment and typical of my maimer , I advise the 
reader who wishes to understand my music better to begin by reading them ." 
Program notes © Luke Berryman , Ketty Nez & Andrew Shenton 
Romance 
L'iime evaporee et souffrante, 
L'iime douce, l'iime odorante 
Des /is divins que j' ai cueillis 
Dans le jardin de ta pensee, 
Oi1 done /es vents l'ont-ils chassee, 
Cette iime adorable des lis? 
N' est-il plus un parfum qui reste 
De la suavite celeste 
Des jours ou tu m'enveloppais 
D'une vapeur surnaturelle, 
Faire d'espoir, d'mnour fidele, 
De beatitude et de paix? 
Paul Bourget 
Les cloches 
Les fr; · s s 'ouvraient sur le bord des branches, 
c. ment. 
Les cloc ies tintaient, legeres et franches, 
dans le ciel clement. 
Rhythmique et fervent comme une antienne, 
ce lointain appel me rememorait la blancheur 
chretienne des fl eurs de /'autel. 
Ce cloches parlaient d'heureuses annees, 
et, dans le grand bois, 
semblaient reverdir les feuilles fanees, 
des jours d'autrefois. 
Paul Bourget 
Beau soir 
Lorsque au soleil couchant les rivieres sont roses 
Et qu 'un tiede fr isson court sur les champs de ble, 
Un conseil d'etre heureux semble sortir 
des choses 
Et monter vers le coeur trouble. 
Un conseil de got1ter le charme d'etre 
au monde 
Cependant qu'on est jeune et que le soir 
est beau, 
Car nous nous en allons, comme s'en va cette onde: 
Elle a la mer, nous au tombeau. 
Paul Bourget 
Nuit d'etoiles 
Nuit d'c!toiles, sous tes voiles, 
·sous f rise et tes parfums, 
Triste , i soupire, 
je r~,,- • ux amours defunts. 
Romance 
The vanishing and suffering soul, 
The gentle soul, the fragrant soul 
Of divine lilies that I gathered 
In the garden of your thoughts , 
Where, then , have the winds chased it, 
This adorable soul of the lilies? 
Is there no longer a perfume that remains 
Of the celestial sweetness 
Of the days when you enveloped me 
In a supernatural haze , 
Made of hope , of faithful love, 
Of bliss and of peace? 
The bells 
The leaves opened on the edge of the 
branches , delicately. 
The bells tolled, light and free, 
in the clear sky. 
Rhythmically and fervently, like an antiphon , 
this distant call 
reminded me of the Christian whiteness 
of altar flowers . 
These bells spoke of happy years, 
and , in the large forest 
they seemed to revive the withered leaves 
of days gone by. 
Beautiful evening 
When the rivers are rosy in the setting sun, 
And a mild tremor runs over the wheat fields, 
An exhortation to be happy seems to emanate 
from all things 
And rises towards the troubled heart. 
An exhortation to enjoy the charm of being 
alive 
While one is young and the evening is 
beautiful, 
For we pass away, as this stream passes on : 
The stream to the sea, we to the grave . 
Starn; night 
Starry night, beneath your pinions, 
beneath your breeze and your perfumes, 
Sad lyre which sighs, 
I dream of lost loves. 
CLAUDE DEBUSSY 
CLAUDE DEBUSSY 
OLIVIER MESSIAEN 
PROGRAM NOTES 
Friday 12 October 
Deux romances de Paul Bourget 
Romance [Romance] 
Les cloches [The bells] 
Deux morceaux de soir 
Beau soir [Beautiful evening] 
Nuit d'etoiles [Starry night] 
Poemes pour Mi (selections) 
Action de grace [Thanksgiving] 
La maison [The house] 
L'epouse [The wife] 
Ta voix [Your voice] 
Les deux guerriers [Two warriors] 
JANNA BATY soprano 
ANDREW SHENTON piano 
"Apparition of the Eternal Church" has screened throughout the United States and in 
Europe, and was named "Best North American Independent Feature Film" at the 2006 
Indianapolis International Film Festival. The people are listening to Oliver Messiaen's 
piece for solo organ entitled Apparition de l'eglise eternelle. Composed in Paris in 1931 or 
1932, it was one of his first published works (Lemoine, 1934). Despite the theological title, 
Messiaen did not provide an epigraph to the work or a detailed program. The prolonged 
crescendo and diminuendo and evocative title are reminiscent of La Cathedrale ngloutie 
from the first book of Preludes by Claude Debussy (published in 1910) which recalls the 
drowned cathedral in the city of Ys, with the muffled and watery sonority of its spectral 
bells. It may be that Messiaen was actually trying to create an aural impression of the 
Holy City on earth. Whatever interpretation one ascribes to the apparition, it is an 
extraordinary work. Marked "tres lent ," forward movement is gained by the rhythmic 
impetus of the pedal part and by strong chords in the manuals which resolve to open 
fifths in a mirror tonality C - F# - C - F# - C. The piece is dynamic, ecstatic and hypnotic 
and its subject, as Festa shows, is provocative. 
Saturday 13 October 
Olivier Messiaen, Fantaisie pour violon et piano 
Olivier Messiaen's Fantaisie for violin and piano , written in 1933, was only 
published by Durand in January of this year. The one-movement work is dedica !ike 
the Poemes pour Mi from the same era, to Messiaen's first wife, the violinist Clare .. i'bos. 
The Fantaisie is a rarity in Messiaen's output, being one of only three chamber works with 
a solo violin (its companions being the Theme et variations, 1932; and the "Louange 
a l'immortalite de Jesus" from the Quatuor pour la fin du temps; 1942). Like the Theme et 
variations, the Fantaisie bears some of Messiaen's familiar compositional hallmarks, but 
lacks an explicit theological programme. 
The Fantaisie appears to be modelled as a first-movement sonata form . An 
opening declamatory theme in the piano, which Messiaen reused later that year in the 
second movement of the orchestral work L'Ascension ("Alleluias sereins d'une ame qui 
desire le ciel"), leads into the first-subject area . The descending triplet figure in the vio-
lin recurs throughout the work. The second-subject area, Un peu mains vif mais tres pas-
sionne, is a passage of long, lyrical melodies, similar to those in "Le Verbe" from the 
organ cycle La Nativite du Seigneur (1935). Messiaen introduces brass-like writing in the 
piano during the development ; the two instruments gradually moving towards a pas-
sionate climax before the recapitulation begins. The work eventually concludes with a 
virtuosic coda. The sonata -movement pattern might leave one wondering if Messiaen 
had further movements planned; however, even if this were the case, the Fantaisie is 
more than strong enough to stand as a work its own right. 
Messiaen and Debussy: Preludes pour piano 
Tonight's program, a free mix from Debussy's and Messiaen's Preludes, is 
intended to aurally sew together the temporal gap of a "good decade" between the two 
series of explorative works, and to highlight the musical pollination of the younger 
composer. Debussy composed his second book of Preludes in 1911-13, and the younger 
Messiaen completed his own collection in 1928-29. Indeed, one can go back further in 
the mirrors of musical allusions, to comparisons with Preludes of Chopin (whose works 
Debussy had edited for his publisher Durand), and in turn, inspiration for Chopin, 
those of Bach's Well Tempered Clavier. (That, however, must remain another evening's 
soiree .) The notion of working out a single musical texture prevails in the each prelude, 
and one continually discovers striking similarities between the two composers. 
Messiaen's early language in these works ( copiously used as pedagogic musical exam-
ples in his Technique of My Musical Language) consistently enriches Debussy1an triadic 
harmonies with higher 'dissonant' overtones, thus even more closely approximating the 
percussive bell sonorities Debussy was so fond of. Debussy's music demands an orches-
trally minded pianist: the frequent exploration of different register, and quickly chang-
ing dynamics and articulations, are crucial to evoking instrumental colors which sur-
pass the 88 keys of near-identical timbre. By contrast, Messiaen's scintillating sonorities, 
derived from his symmetric modes, are often repeated in ostinato fashion, creating the 
overall effect of layers of thick organ-like textures, reminiscent of the innumerable 
inharmonic upper partials above any fundamental. The resulting clangorous textures 
are calculatingly 'sliced' into fast subdivisions, as well as various multiples thereof. 
Debussy's rhythms, in contrast, look backwards to the nineteenth century and on the 
vocal lines of melodie . Indeed, Debussy's organic manipulation of rhythm in the 
Preludes, specifically, were extensively discussed by Messiaen in his own analysis 
courses, as recopied by Yvonne Loriod from Messiaen's lecture notes in scores, and 
included in the late Traite de n1thme, de couleur, et d'ornithologie. As heard clearly in these 
. works, Debussy 's emphasis on vertical sonority, in combination with Messiaen 's theories 
of ' tization of intervals and pulse into mode and rhythmk patterns , would prove 
hi)3 fluential to the subsequent development of twentieth-century compositional 
thought. 
Debussy was ever the master sonic painter : clouds of black and white key 
La sereine melancolie vient eclore 
au fond de man coeur, 
Et j'entends / 'fime de ma mie 
tressaillir dans le bois reveur. 
Je revois a notre fontaine 
tes regards bleus comme /es cieux; 
Cettes rose, c 'est ton haleine, 
et ces etoiles sont tes yeux. 
Theodore Faullin de Banville 
Poemes pour Mi 
I Action de grfices 
Le Ciel, 
Et /'eau qui suit /es variations des nuages 
Et la terre, et /es montagnes qui attendant 
toujours, 
Et la lumiere qui transforme. 
Et un ceil, une pensee 
pres de ma pensee, 
Et un visage qui sourit et pleure avec le mien, 
Et deux pieds derriere mes pieds 
Comme la vague a la vague est unie. 
Et une fime, 
Invisible, pleine d'amour et d 'immortalite, 
Et un vetement de chair et d'os qui 
gernzera pour la resurrection, 
Et la Verite, et /'Esprit, et la griice avec 
son heritage de lumiere, 
Tout cela, vous me l'avez donne. 
Et vous vous etes encore donne 
vous-meme, 
Dans l'obeissance et dans le sang de 
votre Croix, 
Et dans 1111 Pain plus doux que la Jrafcheur 
des etoiles, 
Mon Dieu. 
Alleluia! 
II La maison 
Cette maison nous al/ans la quitter: 
Je la vois dans ton ceil, 
Nous quitterons nous corps aussi: 
Je /es vois dans ton ceil, 
Toutes ces images de douleur qui 
s 'inzpriment dans ton ceil, 
Ton ceil ne /es retrouvera plus: 
Quand nous contemplerons la Verite, 
Dans /es corps purs, jeunes 
eternel/ement lumineux. 
Serene melancholy comes to hatch 
at the bottom of my heart. 
And I hear the soul of my darling 
quivering in the dreamy wood. 
I watch at our fountain 
your glances blue like the sky; 
This rose, it is your breath, 
and these stars are your eyes. 
Poems for Mi 
I Thanksgiving 
The sky, 
And water which follows the variations of thE 
clouds 
And earth, and the ever-waiting mou · ~s, 
And light which transforms. 9 
And an eye close to my eye, and a 
thought close to my thought , 
And a face which smiles and cries with mine, 
And two feet behind my feet 
As a wave is joined to another wave. 
And a soul, 
Invisible, full of love and immortality, 
And a robe of flesh and bone which 
will spring up for the Resurrection , 
And Truth , and the Spirit , and grace with 
its heritage of light , 
All this you have given me . 
And you have also give me 
yourself, 
In obedience and in the blood of 
your cross, 
And in a Bread sweeter than the 
freshness of the stars, 
My God . 
Alleluia! 
II The house 
We shall be leaving this house: 
I see it in your eye, 
We shall leave our bodies too: 
I see them in your eye, 
All these images of sorrow stamped in 
your eye. 
Your eye will find them no more : 
When we contemplate Truth, 
In bodies that are pure , young and 
eternally bright. 
m L'Epouse 
Va oi, /'Esprit te mene, 
Nu/ ne peut separer ce que Dieu a 
uni, 
Va oil /' Esprit te mene, 
L 'cpouse est le prolongement de 
l'epoux, 
Va oil l 'Eseri t te mene, 
Comme l'Eglise est le prolongement 
du Christ. 
IV Ta voix 
Fen€tre pleine d'apres-midi, 
Qui s'ouvre sur l'apres-midi, 
Et sur ta voix fra'iche 
(Oiseau de printemps qui s'eveille). 
Si e/le s'ouvrait sur /'eternite, 
Je te verrais plus belle encore. 
( ' 
Ti.,, servante du Fils, 
Et le Pere t'aimerait pour cela, 
Sa lumiere sans fin tomberait sur tes 
epaules, 
Sa marque sur ton front. 
Tu completerais le nombre des anges 
incorporels. 
A la gloire de la Trinite sainte 
Un toujours de bonheur eleverait ta 
voix fra'iche 
(Oiseau de printemps qui s'eveille) 
Tu chanterais. 
V Les deux guerriers 
De deux nous voici un. En avant! 
Com me des guerriers bardes de Jeri 
Ton rei/ et mon reil parmi les statues qui 
marchent, 
Parmi /es hurlements noirs, /es 
ecroulemen ts de sulfttreuses geometries, 
Nour gemissons: Ah! L'ecoute-moi, je suis 
tes deux enfants, mon Dieu! 
En avant, guerriers sacramentels! 
Tendez joyeusement vos boucliers, 
Lancez vers le ciel /es Jleches du 
devouement d 'aurore: 
Vous parviendrez aux portes de la Ville. 
Olivier Messiaen 
III The wile 
Go where the Spirit leads you, 
Nothing can separate that which God 
has joined, 
Go where the Spirit leads you, 
The wile is the prolongation of the 
husband, 
Go where the Spirit leads you, 
As the Church is the prolongation 
of Christ. 
IV Your voice 
Window filled with afternoon, 
Which opens on the afternoon, 
And on your fresh voice 
(Bird of spring which awakes). 
If it opened on eternity 
I still see you more beautiful. 
You are the handmaid of the Son, 
And the Father will love you for that, 
His light shall fall endlessly on your 
shoulders, 
His seal on your brow . 
You will make complete the number of 
incorporeal angels. 
At the glory of the Holy Trinity 
Everlasting good fortune would raise 
your fresh voice 
(Bird of spring which awakes) 
You would sing. 
V Two warriors 
Behold us two in one. Forward! 
Like warriors clad in iron! 
Your eye and my eye among the 
marching statues, 
Among the black howls, the collapse of 
sulphurous geometries, 
We groan: Ah! Hear me, I am your two 
children, my God! 
Forward sacramental warriors! 
Hold joyfully your shields, 
Shoot into the sky the arrows of 
devotion at dawn : 
You will arrive at the gates of the City. 
Translation© Andrew Shenton, 2007 
SESSION 1 - MESSIAEN THE CATHOLIC 
Yves Balmer 
A portrait of Messiaen the Catholic, from Messiaen the reader of Catholic literature. 
After precisely cataloguing the citations concerning Catholicism in Messiaen's 
Traite de rythme, couleur et d'ornithologie, the author will create a typology of the works 
and authors cited according to their origin (Scripture, writings by Saints, Catholic 
artists, theologists, etc.). This typology will permit the virtual recomposition of the 
Catholic volumes in Messiaen's private library, focusing upon works which, (we can 
assume due to their citation in the Traite), held a particular significance for the compos-
er. The author will examine the relationship between various French Catholic move-
ments and these writings, in an attempt to better define the portrait of Messiaen the 
Catholic, and Messiaen the reader of Catholic literature. 
This article continues the projects of the forthcoming article "The Origins of 
Messiaen's Catholicism," presented at the University of Montreal in 2006, in which the 
author showed the influence of Messiaen's father, Catholic literary movements, , .,t 
non-conformist movements on the development of Messiaen's Catholicism. 
Karin Heller 
The music of Messiaen: an inspiration for Cardinal Jean-Marie Lustiger's renewal of 
liturgy in the wake of the Second Vatican Council. 
This contribution highlights Olivier Messiaen's life and work as a church musi-
cian within the 20th century Church of France . In a more or less ideologically pressured 
context, Messiaen remained faithful to the Gregorian renewal movement initiated by 
Solesmes in 1922, while other currents exalted liturgy as an appropriate tool for evange-
lisation and committed themselves to composition of church music in vernacular lan-
guage. 
Hostilities and misunderstandings between the ecclesiastical authorities and 
Messiaen's art led the French composer to limit his production of church music and to 
transfer the idea of the Catholic liturgy into concert halls . This effort, together with his 
strong interest in nature, reflects a view proper to Romantic theology . With Hans Urs 
von Balthasar, Messiaen shares the use of the categories of poetry, figures, transposi-
tions, colors, and sounds. His oeuvre reflects his personal research on music as much as 
it does his personal vision of the Christian faith . 
Jean-Marie Lustiger's admiration for Messiaen is best expressed in his state-
ment, "I hear in Messiaen's music the inspiring power of the Word and the expression 
of a musician who has received the Word; I found [in this music], through the medita-
tion expressed by the musician, aspects that helped me to understand in a new way the 
Word he commented on." Lustiger's affinity with Messiaen's music is rooted in a deep 
conviction that liturgy is God's way par excellence of making himself visible through 
the Word within human history. This comprehension explains why Scripture became 
absolutely central during Lustiger's ministry as a pastor of Sainte-Jeanne-de-Cha· 
Called to implement the liturgical reform in the wake of the Second V 
Council, Lustiger wrote, together with the church organist and composer Henry Paget , 
a contemporary liturgical repertoire entirely at the service of the Word of God. What 
made these programs unique was not only the exclusive use of vernacular Scripture 
texts, but their structure. They had the form of a dialogue and a drarria , as featured in 
the gospel readings . In their own way, Lust iger and Paget have realized Messiaen's gen-
uine combination of Scripture and music within an ordinary Parisian parish . 
Stephen Butler Murray 
Divine intimacy: Olivier Messiaen and a theology of joyous relationality between 
God and humanity. 
In the same sense that the Protestant theologian Paul Tillich believed that his 
sermons made his otherwise inaccessible theology available to the nonacademic world, 
so too the Roman Catholic composer and organist Olivier Messiaen believed that theo-
logically imbued music could transform the secular concert hall into the liturgical 
expanses of a cathedral. Both musically and theologically innovative, Messiaen strove to 
distance himself from depictions of humanity 's sinfulness, and instead reveled in his 
music's capacities to effect a kind of revelation of God through which a theology of joy 
Ir i.; be articulated . The intimacies of divine love and human redemption appear all 
th , hout Messiaen 's later works, while also embracing a sweeping sense of glory and 
transcendence. The hopefulness of his theological perspective pervades this music, 
whereby an intimacy between God and humanity, between the absolutely local and the 
absolutely transcendent is made palpable to the listener and the performer. In this 
paper, I plan to examine five aspects of this theology of divine intimacy that Messiaen 
offers : the emotional connection between musical movements and the believer's reaction 
to the divine; the use of exuberance and extravagance by which Messiaen proffers 
immeasurable joy; the capacity of music to transcend the boundaries between the divine 
and the human; the theological perspective of "Dieu parmi nous " whereby a transcen-
dent God is born into the world in the Nativity; the potential for music to bridge the 
gaps of unbelief, so that the secular world might encounter God anew, particularly in 
his Trois petites Liturgies de la Presence divine; and the utility of birdsong to render an 
intimacy between God and the created order of nature. 
SESSION 2 - THEORY AND THEOLOGY 
Martin Lee 
Complexity within simplicity: modes and color chords in the first movement of 
Messiaen's Eclairs sur l'au-dela ... 
Ee/airs sur l'au-dela ... is about Messiaen's past-the past as seen through his reuse of 
themes and compositional procedures from earlier works, as well as a return to both his 
long held belief in Catholicism and love of nature. Both old and sick, Messiaen likely 
accepted the possibility that Ee/airs would be his last work. But while reflecting on his 
past , he also looked forward to an eternal afterlife. Such "visions of the beyond," in fact, 
are promised by the title. 
Beginning with Traite VII, this paper focuses on a table of chords derived from 
MeE;. 's modes of limited transpositions and his favorite color chords . The identifica-
tion by set-class names provides a means for isolating the more common chords and 
harmonies that Messiaen uses in the music. My analysis of the first movement of Eclairs, 
"Apparition du Christ glorieux," reveals how Messiaen manipulates a simple alleluia 
chant accompanied by complex chords that engage his color vision. My interpretation 
of the color chord tables in Traite VII allows me to develop a method for interpreting 
how Messiaen uses his color chords. Specifically, I explore how Messiaen projects a col-
orful heavenly scene as the opening vision for the dramatic "battle" as described in the 
book of Revelation in the New Testament and Hans Urs von Balthasar's Theodramatik, 
that is, how he makes specific colors evolve as the music progresses . 
At first glance, this movement would seem to exploit an orchestral chordal harmoniza-
tion of the chant using Messiaen's unique harmonies; however, a closer look reveals 
details of color images that dictate Messiaen's choice of chords and their specific order-
ing. This paper seeks to relate aural and visual perceptions through the use of voice-
leading and hierarchical structure, aided by a comprehensive study of the chord tables 
in Traite VII. 
Wai Ling Cheong 
The 'invisible temple' of Sept Haika'i. 
J,, If Messiaen's claim to have given "Gagaku," the centerpiece of Sept ha'ikh.,-_,' 
"Christian dimension" proves intriguing, "Miyajima et le torii dans la mer," the follow-
ing piece of the set, may strike us as even more perplexing in makeup . Apart from the 
use of an octachordal soundband to imitate the sh? playing of gagaku music, "Miyajima 
et le torii dans la mer" is deprived of all other Japanese musical elements. Instead, there 
is a rich display of French birdsong, Greek rhythm, and, most unexpectedly, what 
Messiaen refers to as the "theme of chorale ." Even though the torii of Miyajima - unlike 
any other torii in that it is set up in the sea rather than on land - is commonly construed 
as a gateway that leads to the Shinto shrine, Messiaen takes a different perspective and 
viewed through the torii not the Shinto shrine but rather the open sea. This explains his 
conception of the torii as leading to what he calls "an invisible temple", which he 
remarks emphatically as "the true temple". The idea of an invisible temple and, by 
extension, an invisible God might have led Messiaen to arrive at the unexpected but 
nonetheless symbolic intrusion of a chorale . I thus argue that Messiaen's use of such 
non-Japanese elements as French birdsong, Greek rhythm and, above all, the "theme of 
chorale" tells of a hidden program, a metaphor that is shrewdly withheld from his 
copious commentaries on the music. 
Luke Berryman 
The changing touch: Messiaen's organ toccatas. 
With his centenary fast approaching, the need to reassess Messiaen's frequently 
misconstrued late works has become paramount. Even today, innovative musical 
approaches to a familiar theological program in his final organ work, Livre du Saint 
Sacrement (1986), remain largely unrecognized . New ideas are especially abundant in 
the last movement, "Offrande et Alleluia Final;" demonstrable through critical com_JJari-
son with finale toccatas serving similar programmatic purposes in the earlier 01 ' ' 
cycles. These experiments make the Livre of special interest within his output, ye, . chol-
ars frequently overlook it; perceiving it as either a series of disconnected written-out 
improvisations, or as an arbitrary summation to the organ oeuvre . A close examination 
of the music, and the circumstances in which it was being composed, reveals that the 
Livre is not, as Griffiths has suggested, a "garland of mementoes?" Neither is it a sum-
mation , as many scholars often suppose. In fact, in Livre du Saint Sacrement, far from 
simply revisiting his familiar techniques (which had been exemplified on a grand scale 
in Saint Fran9ois), Messiaen appears to discard many of them in favor of new ventures . 
By comparing Messiaen's approach to his program in the final m<J'Vement of the Livre, 
"Offrande et Alleluia Final," with toccata movements serving similar programmatic pur-
poses and standing in similar positions in their respective organ cycles ("Dieu Parmi 
Nous ," 1936; and "Le vent de !'Esprit," 1949), we may begin to elucidate the purposes 
and outcomes of these experiments . 
It will become apparent that the Livre does not tally with Dingle 's commonly-
accepted portrait of Messiaen in the 1980s as a contented old man who is "at peace with 
the world." Only once we have finally rejected this image will we be able to approach 
an understanding of Messiaen's untamable desire for musical experimentation. In his 
final works it seems that, far from being contended, Messiaen may even have been 
questioning the success of some of his older techniques and continuing to search for 
new methods of expressing his personal theology . 
f..' 
S.i, ON 3 - MODERNISM AND THE AVANT-GARDE 
Peter Bannister 
Messiaen as preacher and evangelist in the context of European modernism. 
This paper investigates Messiaen's unusual position within the musical avant-
garde in Western Europe after 1945 as an expositor of unfashionable Catholic doctrine 
in a predominantl y hostile intellectual environment. During a period when overtly 
Christian composition was generally viewed with deep suspicion by the artistic van-
guard, Messiaen 's artistic credibility remained essentially undented (the critical contro-
versy of the 1940s known as "Le Cas Messiaen " notwithstanding) even with those 
unsympathetic to his beliefs . Indeed he can be said to have evangelized the secular 
world of concert hall (Couleurs de la cite celeste, La Transfiguration, Des Canyons aux 
Etoiles,Eclairs ur /'au-de/a ... ) and opera house (Saint Fran9ois d'Assise) in a unique musi-
cal dialogue with the culture of modernity. This constitutes a continuation and develop-
ment of Messiaen's pre-1945 trajectory both in words and music , stemming from a par-
ticular theological outlook concerl1¥1g the relationship between the sacred and secular. 
A major factor in the success of Messiaen 's project is his bold synthesis 
(acknowledging the example of Tournemire's L 'Orgue Mystique and bearing a striking , if 
not necessarily conscious resemblance to the aesthetics of Jacques Maritain) of ancient 
and modernist elements in a highly individual arc-en-ciel theologique at a time when the 
avant-garde largely regarded any reference to tradition as regressive . On a technical 
level, this is exemplified by Messiaen's openness to the atonality of the Second Viennese 
School (attempting to bringing serial techniques into an explicitly Christian framework 
in pieces such as the Livre d'orgue) juxtaposed with an unshaken belief in the perennial 
validity of acoustically based resonance. The rootedness of Messiaen's music in the phys-
icaV' sound discloses an affirmative theology of creation's goodness in stark contrast 
to t:.. gative dialectics of much composition after World War II, while his on-going 
engag ement with modernism derives from his eschatological hope. In conclusion I 
argue that this musico-theological stance can provide material for reflection on the part 
of composers of younger generations . 
Vincent Benitez 
The fusion of the philosophies of Saint Thomas Aquinas and Henri Bergson in 
Olivier Messiaen's theology of time. 'f 
In the first volume of the Traite de rythme, de couleur, et d'ornithologie, Olivier I 
Messiaen establishes a theological framework for his exploration of rhythm. 4• 
Underpinning his discussion are ideas derived from Saint Thomas Aquinas and Henri 
Bergson . Drawing from Aquinas's Summa Theologiae, Messiaen begins his discussion by 
distinguishing time from eternity, recognizing that time, which is linked with successive 
change, conflicts with God, who is immutable and completely simultaneous. 
In writing about time, Messiaen found a contemporary counterpart to 
Aquinasin Bergson , modernism's most representative philosopher . In his post-positivis-
tic metaphysics, Bergson distinguished between intellect-based modes of perception , 
which involve quantifiable surface impressions, and intuition-based modes , which go 
beyond intellect and directly apprehend reality, which is characterized as the con .:·ty 
of conscious states that underlies surface observations . In relation to space and tih ._J 
which Bergson described as structured time and true duration, respectively, the quantifi-
able analysis of space in terms of a set of sequential points is inadequate when repre-
senting the continuous flow of time, for it tends to freeze and ossify what it illustrates . 
For Bergson, the intellect begins with the immobile and attempts to reconstruct move-
ment by juxtaposing frozen moments ; intuition , conversely, starts from movement , per-
ceives it as reality itself, and views immobility as a snapshot taken by the mind . 
This paper considers the philosophies of Aquinas and Bergson and their fusion 
in Messiaen's theology of time . It interprets their merging as a qualification of mod-
ernism in an extreme surrealistic sense . By taking his cue from Jacques Maritain, whose 
work is related to both Aquinas and Bergson, Messiaen showed that he was influenced 
by the French Renouveau catholique. In fusing the thought of Aquinas and Bergson, 
Messiaen went beyond a simplistic equation of human clock-time with structured time , 
and eternity with true duration . Since time can be viewed as a dichotomy comprised of 
mutually external instants and a continuous flow that denies their pure instantaneity, 
Messiaen, like Maritain, recognized an aesthetic consequence emerging from this, name-
ly, that when one object is included metaphorically in another, it has to be related back 
to the unique nature of spatial and temporal finite realities if art is to surpass fantasy. 
Robert Sholl 
Olivier Messiaen and the avant-garde. 
'1 
Messiaen 's interest in the Surrealist movement in the 1940s was perhaps unsur- I 
prising . Surrealism represented a radical modernist aesthetic that attempted to re-inte-
' grate aesthetic experience into life through the politicisation of art. At the vanguard of 
the revolutionary avant-garde aesthetic , Messiaen's students (Berio, Boulez, 
Stockhausen and Xenakis), unwittingly inherited his spirit of confrontation and ~ ; ner-
ation . Even as they searched for autonomy and authentic expression down supf, tlly 
secular paths, the ir work therefore entailed a reaction to and a continuation of 
Messiaen's theological, aesthetic and composit ional preoccupations . 
The search for a non-ideological and transcendental autonomy without God 
(for Boulez, Berio and Xenakis at least), would founder on its own epistemological 
rocks . For an ardent Catholic such as Messiaen, faith was his means of politicisation and 
also a means to re-orientate such avant-garde politics. Yet, by attempting to re-direct the 
search for the absolute in western music towards God , Messiaen also revealed that theo-
logical concerns were inextricably connected to the bedrock of avant-garde thought. 
This study will examine these concerns in relation to a small compositional period in 
Messiaen 's output (1948-53). It will investigate how Messiaen's music of this period 
engaged with and transformed the radical aesthetic of the avant-garde, and how it 
afforded him the impetus to renew and refresh his musical language. 
SESSION 4 - SPIRITUALITY, DOGMATISM AND NEO-SCHOLASTICISM 
Robert Fallon 
Dante as guide to Messiaen's Gothic spirituality. 
c · Despite numerous efforts to define Messiaen's relationship to Roman 
Cai:,._ cism, scholars have reached no consensus about the foundation of his musical 
theology . Studies have discussed his connection to several medieval figures, including 
Sts. Aquinas (C. C. Hill 1998, Pelikan 2000), Francis (Petersen 1998), Bernard, and 
Bonaventure (Fallon 2005, 2007a) as well as to such modem figures as Chateaubriand 
(Freeman 1996), John XXIII (Dingle 2000), Maritain, Couturier, Chardin, Lubac, and von 
Balthasar (Fallon 2002, 2005, 2007b). Each of these sources adds to our understanding of 
Messiaen 's theology. Nevertheless , a 13th-century theological movement called "Gothic 
spirituality" synthesizes several important strands of this medieval tapestry . In this 
paper, I will be the first to show the influence of Gothic spirituality on Messiaen, who I 
argue was guided in this tradition by his reading of Dante. 
That Dante was not a theologian, but a poet, can only have appealed to 
Messiaen the musician. I explore how Messiaen ·may have interpreted these compar-
isons and how he could have encountered Dante. I then discuss formal similarities 
between Messiaen and Dante, including the use of symmetry, prime numbers, and ret-
rogradatio cruciformis. Finally, I point out many parallelisms in their views of theology, 
particularly in reference to Tristan, Bernard , Francis , Aquinas , and Bonaventure , the 
Neoplatonic doctrines of illumination and emanation, bird metaphors, rainbows, the 
music of the spheres, the abyss of hel}, and the varieties of perfection found during the 
slow ascent to Paradise. Because these characters and theological principles appear in 
the works of both Messiaen and Dante, I suggest that Dante, along with Mozart and 
Stravinsky, was the artist whom Messiaen chose as his Bloomian precursor . 
Adam Gustafson 
Messiaen the dogmatic. 
That we often understand the theology of Olivier Messiaen as mystical points 
tow/ conflict that exists not within his own theology, but within a general contem-
por a-_ indset that only accepts faith as something that exists beyond logic. In other 
words , it is the experiencing of Christian myths as truth that made Messiaen a mystical 
thinker. However, as Aleksei Losev points out in his work, Dialectics of Myth, all systems 
of logic are inherently mythical. In this book, Losev asks us to rethink the accepted 
notion that myth is an untruth. Rather, he argues that myth is a dynamic and necessary 
system of truths and dogmas that exists at all times, even within the realm of scientific 
logic. 
When Losev's theories are applied to Messiaen's theology we begin to under-
stand the term mystic as a misapplication, the result of a failure to understand the 
nature of myth, and further, dogma. Using Losev's work and the writings of Messiaen 
as presented in Almut Rossler's book, Contributions to the Spiritual World of Olivier 
Messiaen, this paper will first define the definitions of myth and dogma . Next, 
Messiaen 's own theology will be placed within such a system in order to understand his 
faith as more dogmatic than mystical. Finally, the importance of understanding the dis-
tinction between mystical and dogmatic thought will be examined with regard to how 
we understand Messiaen's intentions as a musician . 
Douglas Shadle 
Messiaen's relationship to Jacques Maritain's musical circle and neo-Thomism. 
·l The Catholic philosopher Jacques Maritain's philosophical reach exteno, 1 
much farther into Parisian musical life than we currently recognize. Before World War 
II, Maritain and his wife Rai"ssa developed intimate relationships with several promi-
nent musical luminaries. Olivier Messiaen, however, now considered the twentieth cen-
tury's premier Catholic composer, appears strangely to have sides tepped Maritain's 
influence. Had he not, his fate might have been substantially different. In order to 
understand this unpredictable development, we must first explore the theological and 
musical milieu in which Jacques Maritain played a central role . 
Drawing on Thomas Aquinas' medieval theology, Maritain's philosophy of art 
orients artistic production away from emotional expression and focuses instead on art's 
foundation in the intellect. His closest musical companions, Igor Stravinsky and Arthur 
Lourie, adopted many of his fundamental ideas in their own writings and attempted to 
create a "neo-Thomist" musical style. Maritain's ideas also entered into broader critical 
discourse in music periodicals, as a wide circle of important composers and critics 
responded positively to his views. Indeed, their continued adoption of a broadly 
defined neo-classical aesthetic was a direct response to his philosophy. 
Although they appeared at the height of Maritain's influence on Parisian musi-
cal life, Messiaen's earliest religious compositions bear no apparent stylistic resemblance 
to neo-classicism or Lourie's musical neo-Thomism . His sacred works from the 1930s, 
for example, differ markedly in style from those of both Poulenc and Lourie, two of 
Maritain's closest allies . Viewed in the light of its theological context, however, the radi-
cal separation between Messiaen's music and that of Maritain's circle makes more 
immediate sense . Like several prominent Catholic theologians, Messiaen rejected neo-
Thomism's austerity in favor of a biblically-oriented outlook. Consequently, his style 
and success paralleled the thought and widespread theological acceptance of two of his 
favorite contemporary theologians, Romano Guardini and Hans Urs von Balthasar. 
KEY-NOTE ADDRESS 
Stephen Schloesser 
The charm of impossibilities: mystic surrealism as contemplative voluptuousness. 
In his Technique of My Musical Language (1944) Messiaen declared : "One point 
will attract our attention at the outset: the charm of impossibilities . .. . at once voluptuous 
and contemplative." Calling for the hastening by prayer of the coming of the "liberator" 
who would be "both a great artisan and a great Christian," Messiaen invoked lines by 
two writers. First , Pierre Reverdy (presumably the "great artisan"), a poet whose work 
and thought were essential to the invention of post-World War I surrealism. Second, 
Ernest Hello (presumably the "great Christian"), a writer whose work and thought, cen-
tral to 19th-century Catholic Revivalism (Renouveau catholique), aimed at carrying out 
the mission of Dom Prosper Gueranger's monumental l'Annee liturgique [Liturgical Year] 
- namely, to penetrate beyond the historique and the theologique into the mystique. 
Was Messiaen's invocation of the 19th-century mystique and the 20th-century 
sur.' ,iste an arbitrary juxtaposition of two personal interests? Or is there a serious 
intt-._ connection between them? I will argue for a connection by setting out the con-
text of Jazz Age Catholicism and then reading within it the figures that Messiaen 
invoked as his primary influences in the 1944 text: his mother, Cecile Sauvage (poetess); 
William Shakespeare (dramatist of the magical); Paul Claudel (symbolist poet and icon 
of the renouveau catholique); Paul Reverdy and Paul Eluard (surrealist poets); Ernest 
Hello (19th-century Catholic Revivalist; symbolist writer; author of contes extraordinaires, 
short stories of the macabre in the vein of Edgar Allan Poe); Benedictine monk Dom 
Columba Marmion (20th-century Catholic revivalist; heir to the mystique tradition of 
Dom Gueranger); and a figure that Messiaen does not mention but perhaps should have 
- Charles Toumemire, symbolist musician and composer of l'Orgue mystique, inspired by 
and modeled on Gueranger's l'Annee liturgique. 
SESSION 5 - NAIVETE, IMMANENCE AND CHRISTOLOGY 
Sander van Maas 
On Messiaen's "saintly na'ivete". 
This paper will address the construction and meaning of the "na'ive" in 
Messiaen. Questions concerning this often used word in relation to the composer 
abound. Which elements of Messiaen's music, statements, attitudes are associated with 
this notion? In what sense is this notion applied, and how can this usage be understood 
culture-historically? What is the relation between Christian faith and the na'ive? Why 
should Messiaen's alleged na'ivete be "impressive" and "provocative," as Taruskin con-
tends? How does the na'ive come about and function in the context of self-conscious 
modernity? What does Messiaen's "saintly na'ivete" (Griffiths) - if indeed there is one -
tell ;·· t the status of contemporary Christianity? Addressing these and related ques-
tion&; ill suggest ways to make sense of an aspect of Messiaen that keeps inspiring 
respect in both his fans and critics. 
Ryan W. Dohoney 
The thrilling romance of orthodoxy: _theological immanence and Messiaen's Saint 
Franc;ois d'Assise. 
Far from being an absent trope in Messiaen scholarship, an assumption of the-
ological content has been at the core of much discussion of his music . What has been 
less employed as a mode of inquiry is an examination of the reception of religious con-
tent as a cultural phenomenon . This paper takes such an approach as it examines the 
critical responses to the premier of Messiaen's Saint Franc;ois d'Assise. 
When asked by Le Figaro for his opinion at premier of Messiaen's opera, 
Cardinal Lustiger, archbishop of Paris, said of Saint Franc;ois that it was a "provocation 
to a place usually dedicated to luxury, false representation, and sensuality ." It was an 
opera unlike any other, a fact noted by Messiaen himself in his press release and the 
perceived lack of traditional operatic traits proved to be a major concern for critics. The 
central question that emerged in the response was "is it an opera or oratorio?" 
The goal of this paper is not to definitively answer that question. Instead I 
argue that the prevalent ambivalence about the genre of Saint Franc;ois indicates 
greater ambivalence about the role of religious work in the secular sphere , espee,_ ~ in 
France. I argue that by displacing the discussion of theology into a concern with genre , 
critical reception attempted to diffuse Messiaen's "provocation" by reinforcing the 
boundary between opera and oratorio, simply put - theological content is proper to the 
genre of oratorio, but not to successful opera. In that regard, Saint Franc;ois fails. 
David Cannata 
Messiaen reads the infancy gospels: The Vingt Regards as Christology. 
While Messiaen was quite candid about his musical inspirations, his composi-
tional rhetoric and how he illustrated his ideas, this was merely the start of a contem-
plative journey he demanded from his audiences, especially those who "knew to take 
off their shoes ." A case in point is the theological vista wrought within Vingt Regards sur 
l'Enfant Jesus. Building on the composer's programs and rationales, this paper will 
divine the Divine within the anthology, all in an effort to underscore the composer's the-
ological pose - a Thomist (not a Scotist) one fully apprised of Aquinas's post-Vatican I 
role in contemporaneous Catholic thinking. 
At once, new layers of consequence appear on every level. Two examples 
should suffice . Firstly, within the Infancy narrative, Messiaen seems to all but ignore the 
role of the Blessed Virgin Mary and that of her spouse, St. Joseph, while interjecting intc 
his hagiographical mix the then newly-canonized St. Therese of Liseux . Yet Messiaen's 
dulic equipoise parallels that of the Church's contemporaneous thinking, as anchored in 
the writings of Franzelin, papal theologian to Pius IX. This puts the whole cycle in a 
new light, with Messiaen's delicate counterbalance of the Soteriological, deliberation 
with which he closes the work, explaining the theological "time-warp" that has troubled 
many when studying the last regards. 
The larger picture is even more impressive. Messiaen .appears as a cut" edgE 
Thomist in war-tom France, one fully instep with the Papal pronouncements 01 day 
(was Pius XII reading Messiaen?), a figure who, by 1945, already prefigured the princi-
pal theological paths that were to dominate French Christology for the next 50 years . 
--
Here, at once, he is both Incarnationist and Escatologist. 
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studied piano with Niel Immelman of the Royal College of Music, London . His reper-
toire is rooted in the 20th century, and includes major works by composers such as 
Prokofiev, Stockhausen and Barber. Luke also plays regularly as a part of chamber 
ensembles and as a concerto soloist. Recent performances have included Gerhswin 's 
"Rhapsody in Blue" and Tchaikovsky's Second Piano Concerto. 
David Butler Cannata (Boyer College of Music,Temple University). His research inter-
ests center on that rarity, the executant/conductor/composer. Notably his Rachmaninoff 
and the Symphony (Innsbruck 1999), the first in-depth study of the composer based on 
primary sources in Russia, Europe and the USA, brought forward a new picture of this 
enigmatic musician. Most recently, his "Messiaen Reads the Infancy Gospels : Tl- ngt 
Regards sur /'En/ant-Jesus as Christology" will appear within the year in the cell ory 
Festschrift Quomodo Cantabimus Canticum? Essays in Honor of Edward H. Roesner. During 
2005-06 he was a Fellow of the National Endowment for the Humanities, preparing his 
, 
-Liszt monograph , Intimatio Christi: Liszt 's Musical Contemplations. 
Wai-Ling Cheong is Professor at the Music Department, The Chine se Univer sity of 
Hong Kong . Her work on Messiaen and Scriabin has been published by Acta 
Musicologica, Journal of the Royal Musical Association, Music Analysis, Perspectives of New 
Music, Revue de Musicologie and Tempo. 
Victor Anand Coelho is Professor of Music and Associate Provost for Undergraduate 
Education at Boston University . He is a graduate of Berkeley (BA) and UCLA (PhD), 
and a Fellow of Villa I Tatti, The Harvard University Center for Italian Renaissance 
Studies in Florence. A musicologist and performer of international distinction, he works 
primarily in the areas of sixteenth- and seventeenth -century Italian music, as well as 
popular music . His areas of research include Renaissance and Baroque instrumental 
styles, lute music , performance practice , interdisciplinary approaches , and cross-cultural 
perspectives. As a specialist on popular music , he is interested in Afro-American music , 
rock history , improvisation , and performance issues , and has appeared on the Fox 
Network, the CBC, and MTV. 
MarL Voto is a composer, writer on music , and Professor of Music, emeritus, at Tufts 
University. He has published extensively on the music of Alban Berg, Debussy and 
Ravel, and is famous for his revision of Walter Piston's Harmony, text book. He is a tire-
less stud ent of history and world affairs with particular concern for the environment , 
conservation of natural resources , freedom of the press , and nuclear proliferation . In 
politics he supports fiscal conservatism along Republican lines of the 1950s; in all other 
respects he admits to being 'an unreconstructed FDR liberal .' 
Ryan Dohoney is PhD Candidate in musicology at Columbia University where is com-
pleting a dissertation on Morton Feldman and the philosophies and politics of abstract 
art in mid-twentieth century New York City. His other interests include American mod-
ernism, philosophies of listening and vocal expression, and new-wave and disco cul-
tures in the 1970s and 80s. 
Paul Festa was born in San Francisco and educated at the Juilliard School, where he 
studied violin with Robert Mann and chamber music with Albert Fuller , and at Yale 
University, where he graduated in English with honors and academic and musical 
prizes. His first film "Apparition of the Eternal Church" has screened throughout the 
United States and in Europe, and was named "Best North American Independent 
Feature Film" at the 2006 Indianapolis International Film Festival, among other awards. 
Festa's essays appear in Nerve, Salon, the "Best Sex Writing" anthologie s for 2005, 2006 
and 2008, and the 2008 anthology "Bad Sex." Winner of the San Francisco Symphony 
Young Musicians Award, he has toured extens ively as violin soloist and performed dra-
matic roles with the Stephen Pelton Dance Theater and the North Bay Shakespeare 
Company. He is currently revising a novel and can be found online at paulfesta .com 
and apparitionfilm.com . 
Robe: lion is Assistant Professor of Musicology at Bowling Green State University in 
Ohio,. specializes in the music of Olivier Messiaen . His book chapter on Messiaen's 
bird style was published in Olivier Messiaen : Music, Art, and Literature (Ashgate , 2007) 
and his study of the opera Saint Franfois d'As sise is forthcoming in Messiaen Studies 
(Cambridge University Press, 2007). His initial work on Messiaen's Gothic spirituality 
will appear in French translation with the University of Montreal Press. Relating music to 
contemporary philosophy, he has published on Stravinsky, Messiaen, and Danielpour in 
journals such as Tempo, Notes, and Modern Fiction Studies and in the book Jacques Maritain 
and the Many Ways of Knowing (Catholic University of America Press). He has written pro-
gram notes and delivered lectures for the San Francisco Opera, Cincinnati Opera, and 
New York City Opera. He has read papers at national and international conferences, 
including twice at the Annual Meeting of the American Musicological Society, which 
awarded him the 2004 Paul A. Pisk Prize, its highest award for a graduate student paper. 
He holds a PhD and MA from the University of California at Berkeley and bachelors 
degrees in English and Music Theory/Composition from Northwestern University. 
Adam Gustafson is currently pursuing his PhD in Interdisciplinary Arts with specialties 
in music and theater and the School of Interdisciplinary Arts at Ohio University. 
Previously, he attained his MMus in Composition at the Music Conservatory of the 
Chicago College of Performing Arts at Roosevelt Universtiy and a BS in Music fro}, 
MacMurray College in Jacksonville, IL. When not attending universities with out us-
ly long titles, Adam pursues his career as a choral composer. In 2005, he foundect\, · tal-
ented, but short lived, Chicago Contemporary Choral Ensemble which gave performanc-
es of works written after 1978. Research interests include 16th century Bavarian, myth, 
and early 20th century music and theater. 
Karin Heller, a native Austrian and a French citizen, is a Catholic theologian. She 
obtained her first doctoral degree in theology with specialization in studies on marriage 
and the family at the Lateran University, Rome . She also holds a doctoral degree in histo-
ry of religions and religious anthropology from the Sorbonne University, Paris . In 2000, 
Heller obtained a Habilitation in dogmatic theology at the Ludwig-Maximilians-
University of Munch, Germany. During her tenure as a visiting professor at the Institut 
Catholique de Paris and the University of Metz, she was also involved in the implementa-
tion of liturgical music at Sainte-Jeanne-de-Chantal, former parish of Cardinal 
Jean-Marie Lustiger. She served as an associate professor of dogmatic theology at the 
Theological Faculty of Lugano, Switzerland, for eight years, and she has also taught in 
Ireland, Italy, and Spain. She is now an associate professor of theology at Whitworth 
University, Spokane, Wash., U.S.A .. Heller's publications in English, French, German, 
Italian, and Spanish relate to dogmatic and biblical theology, Christian spirituality and 
vocation, myths within contemporary literature, ecumenism, and the relationship 
between man and woman. In 2002, she gave the annual Charles-Dominic-Plater Lecture 
in Oxford and received both the Summer 2004 Research Fellowship granted by 
Whitworth's Weyerhaeuser Centre and the Whitworth Faculty Research and 
Development Summer Scholarship in 2006. Heller was named Whitworth University's 
"Most Influential Professor 2007." 
Martin Lee is currently a Ph.D. candidate in Music Theory at the University at Buffalo, 
SUNY. He is recipient of College of Arts and Sciences Dean 's Fellowship, Teachin 
Assistantship and Graduate Tuition Scholarship from the University at Buffalo (! 
2007). He is now finishing his dissertation on Messiaen's sacred music . Lee has g, 
papers and posters on Messiaen and Schoenberg at international and regional confer-
ences, including the Summer Workshop: Music, Language and Movement in East 
Sussex, the Second International Conference on Music and Gesture, Dublin 
International Conference on Music Analysis, Music Theory Society of the Mid-Atlantic, 
Joint Meeting of the West Coast Conference of Music Theory and Analysis, Rocky 
Mountain Society for Music Theory, College Music Society Pacific Central Chapter, and 
Departments of Music at The Chinese University of Hong Kong and The University of 
Hong Kong . Before studying at the University at Buffalo, Lee finished his undergradu-
ate and postgraduate studies at The Chinese University of Hong Kong . Besides doing 
and teaching music theory, he is also an active violinist. He has been violinist in UB 
Symphony Orchestra, UB Contemporary Music Ensemble, Chung Chi Orchestra 
(CUHK), Hong Kong Stage Ensemble, New Philharmonia of Hong Kong, Hong Kong 
Music Institute Orchestra, and China Symphony Orchestra. In 2000, he was the guest 
violinist in Japanese Amateur Orchestra (Youth Orchestra). Lee has been lecturer at the 
University at Buffalo since 2006, teaching Theory of Music for Non-Majors. 
Sander van Maas is assis tant professor of musicology at the University of Amsterdam 
and lecturer in music aesthetics at the Conservatory of Amsterdam. As postdoc 
researcher he is presently involved in the project New Music and the Turn to Religion 
(flv' by the NWO program The Future of the Religious Past). He is currently 
pre'r g a book entitled The Sense of Soul, which deals with a philosophical analysis of 
those musical experiences that - either within religious contexts or outside - are referred 
to as experiences of (the) "soul." His publications include an interdisciplinary study on 
Olivier Messiaen, Doorbraak en Idolatrie: Olivier Messiaen en het geloof in music (Delft: 
Eburon , 2003), which is forthcoming in an English edition with Fordham University 
Press in 2008. For more info see: http ://home .medewerker .uva.nl/s .a.f.vanmaas/ 
Stephen Butler Murray is the College Chaplain at Skidmore College, where he also 
serves as a member of the faculty in the Department of Philosophy and Religion . An 
ordained minister in the United Church of Christ, he served previously as Magee 
Fellow and Director of the Public Service Summer Internship Program at the Dwight 
Hall Center for Public Service and Social Justice at Yale University. Dr. Murray earned 
the B.A. in philosophy and religion from Bucknell University, the M.Div. from Yale 
University Divinity School, and the M.Phil. and Ph.D. in systematic theology from 
Union Theological Seminary in New York City . Currently, he is working toward his 
habilitation (Dr. theol. habil.) under the direction of Professor Christo£ Gestrich at the 
Humboldt University in Berlin. His teaching and research focus on Christian systematic 
theology and ethics, philosophy of religion , the interplay of preaching and theology, the 
influence of technology, race, and ge.nder upon theological anthropology, and religious 
themes in literature. Currently, Dr. Murray is editing a three-volume set of books enti-
tled God and Popular Culture, to be published by Praeger Publications in 2006. He is also 
preparing to publish his doctoral dissertation in two volumes, one a work in historical 
theology, and the other in systematic theology and homiletics . In addition, Dr. Murray is 
writing two other books, the first a theological text called The Social Dimensions of Sin, 
and the second a work in ethics entitled The Ethics of Forgiveness in the Wake of War. His 
articles have been published in The Journal of Religion (published by the University of 
Chicago Press) , Union Seminary Quarterly Review, Koinonia, and The North American Paul 
Tillie' iety Bulletin. He has also contributed entries to encyclopedias published by 
Oxfe,_ niversity Press and Greenwood Press. In 2003, he co-edited a book with David 
L. Bartlett of Yale Divinity School and Claudia H. Highbaugh of Harvard Divinity 
School entitled Crossing by Faith: Sermons on the Journey from Youth to Adulthood, 
published by Chalice Press. 
Composer/pianist Ketty Nez joined the composition and theory department at the 
Boston University School of Music in the fall of 2005, after teaching for two years at the 
University of Iowa. At BU last year, her orchestral work cirrulian ice was premiered by 
ensemble Alea III, and take time by the Boston Univers ity Wind Ensemble . Upcoming 
projects in 2007-8 include beyond release , a concerto for two cellos and chamber orches-
tra, part of the forthcoming CD by the University of Iowa's Center for New Music; a 
new work for Ex Novo ensemble of Venice; a spring tour of commissioned works by her 
duo with violinist Katie Wolfe of the University of Iowa; and collaborations on early 
twentieth-century French music with theorist Gregory Marion of the University of 
Saskatchewan in Saskatoon. -
She completed, in 2002-3, a residence of several months at the Ecole Nationale 
de Musique in Montbeliard, France, prior to the premiere of her chamber opera An 
Opera in Devolution: Drama in 540 Seconds, at the 2003 Seventh Festival A *Devantgarde in 
Munich. In 2001, she spent several months as visiting composer/scholar at Stanford 
University's Center for Computer Research in Music and Acoustics (CCRMA), and 
1998 participated in the yearlong computer music course at The Institute de Reche1 
et Coordination Acoustique/Musique (IRCAM). Before her computer music studies, she 
worked for two years with Louis Andriessen in Amsterdam, where she co-founded the 
international contemporary music collective Concerten Tot and Met. Her music has 
been performed in festivals in Europe, North America, and Asia. 
Thomas Peattie is Assistant Professor of Music at Boston University. He holds degrees 
in composition and musicology from the University of Calgary where he wrote a mas-
ter's thesis on Jean Sibelius 's early symphonic poem Kullervo. In 2002 he received his 
Ph.D. from Harvard University with a dissertation on the music of Gustav Mahler. He 
has presented papers at the University of Calgary, the Humanities Center (Harvard 
University), the national meeting of the American Musicological Society (Houston), the 
14th Annual International Conference on 19th-Century Music (Manchester), and most 
recently at the symposium 'Music and Nature' organized by the Society for New Music 
at Syracuse University. His essay "In Search of Lost Time : Memory and Mahler's Broken 
Pastoral" appears in the collection Mahler and his World (Princeton, 2002). His most 
recent research focuses on fin-de-siecle urban culture, and notions of space and theatri-
cality in 19th- and early 20th-century symphonic music. During the spring of 2006 he 
served as Visiting Assistant Professor of Music at Harvard University. 
Alexander Rehding is Professor of Music Theory at Harvard University. He holds 
degrees from Cambridge University (BA, MA, MPhil, PhD Cantab.) and held research 
fellowships at Emmanuel College Cambridge, the Penn Humanities Forum and the 
Princeton Society of Fellows before joining the Harvard Department in 2003 as Assistant 
Professor . His research is located at the intersection between theory and history, focus-
ing on German musical culture between the 18th and 21st centuries . 
Recent publications include the articles "On the Record," "Wax Cylinder 
Revolutions," "Rameau, Rousseau and Enharmonic Furies in the French Enlighten nt" 
and the books Hugo Riemann and the Birth of Modern Musical Thought (2003), and !.. 
Theory and Natural Order from the Renaissance to the Early Twentieth Centun; (co-editeu 
with Suzannah Clark, 2001). His article "The Quest for the Origins of Music in 
Germany Circa 1900" was awarded the inaugural Jerome Roche Prize of the Royal 
Musical Association in 2001. 
Rehding is co-editor of Acta musicologica with Philippe Vendrix, was a recent 
guest editor for Contemporary Music Review and Opera Quarterly (with Elliott Gyger), and 
serves on the editorial board of Music Theory Spectrum. Current research projects include 
a collection of analytical and historical essays on Riemann Perspectives (co-edited with 
Edward Gollin), a monograph on musical monumentality, a study of musical 
degeneracy, as well as questions of sound media and sound art. 
Stephen Schloesser is an Associate Professor of History at Boston College. A member of 
the Society of Jesus, he was ordained a Catholic priest in 1992 after receiving his M.Div. 
from the Weston Jesuit School of Theology in Cambridge, Mass. He received his Ph.D. 
in History and Humanities from Stanford University in 1999 and is the author of Jazz 
Age Catholicism: Mystic Modernism in Postwar Paris, 1919-1933 (University of Toronto 
Press, 2005). 
Douglas Shadle is a doctoral candidate in musicology at the University of North 
C , at Chapel Hill, where he is writing a dissertation on nationalism in the nine-
teer, ntury American symphony. He received a B.M. in viola performance from the 
University of Houston and an M.A. from UNC with a thesis on Roman Catholic liturgi-
cal music in African American parishes. ln addition to his dissertation research, he is 
currently preparing performance editions of Arthur Lourie's choral works. 
Andrew Shenton holds batchelor, masters and doctoral degrees from London 
University, Yale and Harvard respectively. His first professional music training was at 
The Royal College of Music in London, where he studied under a scholarship from The 
Royal College of Organists. ln 1991 he moved to the US to study at the Institute for 
Sacred Music, Worship and the Arts at Yale and then for a Ph.D. in musicology at 
Harvard University. Dr. Shenton holds the Fellowship diploma of the Royal College of 
Organists. Recently he has given recitals in such venues as King's College, Cambridge, 
Westminster Abbey, St. Paul's Cathedral, London, St. Thomas Church Fifth Avenue 
(New York debut), and Washington National Cathedral. He has toured extensively in 
Europe and the US as a conductor, recitalist and clinician, and his two solo organ 
recordings have received international acclaim. 
ln addition to diplomas in both piano and organ Dr. Shenton holds the Choir 
Training diploma of the Royal College of Organists. He has been the recipient of numer-
ous scholarships and awards including a Harvard Merit Fellowship, and Harvard's 
Certificate of Distinction in Teaching . He has served on the faculties of Yale University 
and The Catholic University of America, has presented at several conferences and pub-
lished numerous articles including recent and forthcoming articles on Messiaen in col-
lections by Ashgate and Cambridge University Press. His monograph Olivier Messiaen's 
System of Signs: Notes Towards Understanding his Music is due to be published by Ashgate 
in January 2008. Dr. Shenton currently serves on the faculty of Boston University, where 
he directs the Master of Sacred Music program and the Boston University Messiaen 
Project [BUMP]. 
Robert Sholl is Reader in Music at Thames Valley University and a Visting Lecturer at 
King 's College London and The Royal College of Music. His doctorate Olivier Messiaen 
and Culture of Modernity (currently being revised for publication) is a critical 
examination of the aesthetic and iconographical inspirations within Messiaen's music. 
Robert is the editor of a forthcoming volume of Messiaen Studies (C.U.P. 2007), a member 
of the 'Theology through the Arts' research project at the University of Cambridge and 
St Andrews, and is a founding co-editor of oliviermessiaen.net. As an organist, he has 
performed most of Messiaen's music (including the monumental Livre du Saint 
Sacrement in 1996), and he has recently given concerts at St Paul's Cathedral, La 
Madeleine and Notre-Dame de Paris. Future engagements include a series of concerts in 
Australia, and a recital in the 2008 Messiaen festival at King's College, Cambridge. 
David Weininger has written about classical music for the Boston Globe since 2002. He 
writes the weekly Classical Notes column - which explores contemporary issues and 
events - as well as feature articles and reviews . He has also written for the Boston 
Phoenix, BBC Music Magazine, and the website of WBUR, Boston's NPR affiliate . He is 
a graduate of Oberlin College and holds a master's degree in religious studies from 
Boston University, where he also did graduate work in musicology. He lives in Bo 
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UPCOMING EVENTS AND PERFORMANCES 
Saturday, October 20th, 8:00 p.m. BU Parents Weekend Choral Concert 
BU Parents Weekend Choral Concert 
Concert Choir and Women 's Chorale 
CFA Concert Hall 
Monday, October 22nd, 8:00 p .m. Faculty Recital Series 
Evening of duos for violin and viola 
PETER ZAZOFSKY violin 
MICHAEL ZARETSKY viola 
Works of Spor, Jakoulov, Martinu, Mozart, Copland and John Williams 
Tsai Performance Center 
Tuesday, October 30th, 8:00 p.m . Boston University Symphony Orchestra with 
the Boston University Opera Institute and Opera Programs 
DAVID HOOSE conductor 
SHARON DANIELS director 
ARNOLD BAX Symphony No. 5 
MAURICE RAVEL L'enfant et les Sortileges 
Tsai Performance Center 
Thursday, November 1st, 8:00 p.m. Boston University Chamber Orchestra 
RICHARD CORNELL conductor 
EARL RANEY conductor 
RICHARD CORNELL Sinfonietta 
OTTORINO RESPIGHI Ancient Airs and Dances, Suite I 
FRANZ SCHUBERT Symphony No. 8 in b minor, "unfinished" 
CFA Concert Hall 
Thursday, November 8, 8:00 p .m. 
Monday, December 3, 8:00 p .m. 
Faculty Recital Series 
JOHN MURATORE guitar 
Tsai Performance Center 
Boston University Symphony Orchestra 
Boston Symphony Hall 
Tsai Performance Center , 685 Comm onwealth Avenu e 
CFA Concert Hall , 855 Commonwealth Avenue 
Marsh Chapel, 735 Commonwealth Avenue 
Creating a Future for the Arts - An Initiative for the 21st Century 
Creating a Future for the Arts is an initiative that will recognize the artistry of the students and fac-
ulty of the College of Fine Arts by transforming the learning and teaching environment into a 21st-
Century facility that suitably showcases their talents. We are grateful to these donors who have 
committed their support to this project . 
$500,000 and above 
Faye G. Stone, Esq. 
Aram and Jasmine Chobanian 
Read and Andrea McCaffrey 
$200,000 to $499,999 
Stewart F. Lane and Bonnie Comley 
$50,000 to $99,999 
1675 Foundation 
100,000 to $199,999 
Harry J. Hardi Irrevocable Trust 
J. David Copeland and Friends 
Darrel and Pamela Griffin 
SungEun Han-Andersen 
FRIENDS OF SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
Friends of the School of Music are a select group of people who, through their annual contributions, 
believe in the importance of supporting gifted student musicians through their educational activities , 
events , programs , and performances. We invite you to join the Friends of the School of Music at the 
College of Fine Arts and help support the talented young artists of Boston University . 
$50,000 and above 
Robin and Robert Margeson 
Surdn a Foundation, Inc. 
$10,000 to $49,999 
Drs. John A. and Harriet S. Carey 
Mr. and Mrs. Saul B. Cohen 
Ms. Virginia E. Withey 
The Estate of Sherman B. Zelinsky 
$5,000 to $9,999 
Boston Organ & Piano 
Clovelly Charitable Trust 
Ann and Gordon Getty Foundation 
Margaret S. Lindsay Foundation 
Montgomery Symphony Association 
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Trayes 
Helen Uffner Vintage Clothing, LLC 
The Ushers & Programmers Fund 
$2,500 to $4,999 
Richard F. Balsam, M.D. 
Ms. Sandra L. Brown 
Mr. Henry Davis, Jr. 
Mrs. Ann 8. Dickson 
Dr. Richard W. Ekdahl 
Mr. Leon Earl Fernandez 
Mr. Blake W. Hinson 
Mrs. Phyllis Elhady Hoffman 
Mr. Dmitri Tiyin 
Larry G. and Ann Howard Jones 
Mrs. Ellen 8. Kazis-Walker 
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Kehler 
Dr. Lillie M. Kumar 
Mr. John E. Loveless 
McFa\lden Family Foundation 
Mr. and Mrs. D. Joseph Mcinnes 
Ms. Andrea Okamura 
Mr. Kenneth D. Rudnick 
Mrs. Amy Abrich Shemin 
Dr. John Silber 
Mr. Charles A. Stakely 
Ms. Helen J. Steineker 
Ms. Courtena y Brandreth Symonds 
Avedis Zildjian Company 
Ms. Dorothy D. Cameron $500 to $999 
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Grausman Dr. Apostolos A. Aliapoulios 
Robert E. Krivi Ms. Elizabeth H. Bower 
Marshalltown Development Foundation Dr. Edna L. Davis 
The Presser Foundation Ms. Deborah K. Delano 
Renaissance Musical Arts, Ltd. Ms. Ellen G. Forst 
Mr. Eugene Guberman 
$1,000 to $2,499 Colonel Capers A. Holmes, USAF(Ret.) 
The ASCAP Foundation Dr. Jimmie L. Jackson 
Richard D. Carmel Charitable Remainder Ms. Joy L. McIntyre 
Trust Ms. Maureen Meister 
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas R. Castle Mr. Robert M. Pease 
Frank A. D'Accone, Ph.D. Mr. Joel Sheveloff 
Mrs. Margaret May Darnen Mrs. Nan cy L. Trentini 
Wilson Butler Architects, Inc. 
$250 lo $499 
Mr. Samuel H. Adler 
Mr. Martin Amlin 
Anonymous 
Ms. Paula J. Bishop 
Mrs. Nellie May P. Blake 
Mr. Bradley M. Bloom 
Dr. Fred A. Bronstein 
Mr. and Mrs. Salvatore J. Cania 
Ms. Joan C. Cavicchi 
Ms. Beth S. Chen 
Mr. Donald R. Clauser 
Lisa And Michael Coran 
Mr. Clifford R. Eisler 
Mr. Norman Elia 
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen B. Esko 
Mr. John W. Fish Jr. 
Mrs. Carolyn B. Fowles 
Ms. Julia A. Hennig 
Mrs. Faria H. Krentzman 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Maganuco 
Mr. William S. McMillan 
Sr. Mary Daniel Meahl 
Ms. Elaine Murphy 
Mr. Craig Franklin Schreiber 
Mr. Bernard G. Schwartz 
Mr. and Mrs. Robert N. Slotnick 
Mr. and Mrs. Manuel C. Weinberg 
Mr. John Alan Wickey 
This list represents donors who have generously supported our programs for the past twelve months, as ,:,f 
September 21, 2007. Due-to program deadlin es, some donor names may be absent from this list. We tha : 
you for your understanding. For more information on how you can support the Boston University Colle g 
Fine Art s and School of Music, plea se contact Chris Santos , Director of Development and Alumni Relations, 
Boston Univer sity College of Fine Arts, 855 Commonwealth Avenue, Boston, MA 02215, at 617-353-2048 or 
ccsantos@bu.edu. 
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STRINGS 
Steven AnseU viola• 
Edwin Barker double bass• 
Cathy Basrak, viola 
Bonnie Black pedagogy• 
Lynn Chang violi11 
Jules Eskin cello 
Edward Gazouleas viola 
Rapha el Hillyer viola 
Marc Johns on 
Bayla Keyes violi11* 
Michelle Lacourse viola* 
Lucia Lin violi11* 
Malcolm Lowe violi11 
Dana Mazurkevich violi11 
Richard Mackey horn 
Richard Menaul horn 
Craig Nordstrom clarinet 
Elizabeth Ostling fl 11/e 
Richard Ranti bassoo11 
Thomas Rolfs trumpet 
Mike Roylance tuba 
Matthew Ruggiero bassoon 
Eric Ruske horn• 
Robert Sheena English horn 
Ethan Sloane clari11et• 
Samuel Solomon percussio11 
James Sommerville horn 
Linda Tootefl11/e 
Yuri Mazurke vich violi11* PIANO 
[kuko Mizuno violin Jonathan Bass• 
John Muratore , guitar Anthony di Bonaventura• 
George Neikrug cello++ Maria Clodes-Jaguaribe• 
James Orleans double bass Linda Jiorle-Nagy 
mas cello Randall Hodgkinson 
son Pilot harp Victor Rosenbaum 
Barbara Poeschl-Edrich harp 
Michael Reynolds cello• COLLABORATIVE PIANO 
Rhonda Rider cello Shiela Kibbe • 
Todd Seeber double bass 
Roman Totenber g violin++ 
Michael Zaretsky viola 
Peter Zazofsky viol i11 • 
WOODWINDS, BRASS, 
and PERCUSSION 
Laura Ahlbeck oboe 
Robert Merfeld 
ORGAN 
Nancy Graner! 
Peter Sykes• 
VOICE 
MicheUe Alexander 
Ken Amis tuba Sarah Arneso n• 
Peter Chapman trumpet Penelope Bitzas• 
Geralyn Coticoneflute Sharon Daniels* 
Dorio! Dwyer flute James Demler• 
Terry Everson trumpet• Gary Durham 
John Ferrillo oboe Simon Estes• 
Richard Flanagan pcrc11ssio11 Kyle Ferrill 
Joseph Foley trumpet Jodi Goble 
Timothy Genis percussio11 Phyllis Hoffman• 
Ian Greitzer clari11e/ Frank Kelley 
Ronald Haroutounian Susan Ormont 
bassoo11 Jerrold Pope • 
John Heiss fl II le Maria Spacagna 
Gregg Henegar bassoon 
Renee Krimsier flute 
Lynn Larsen ham 
Don Lucas tro111bo11e• 
COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS ADMINISTRATION 
Walt Meissne r, Dea11 ad interim 
Andre de Quadros, Director, School of Music 
Jim Petosa, Director, Sclrool of Theatre 
Lynne Allen, Director, School of Vis11al Arts 
Patrir' itro, Assistant Dean, Enrollment Services 
HISTORICAL 
PERFORMANCE 
Aldo Abreu recorder 
Sarah Freiberg Ellison cello 
Laura Jeppesen 
viola da gamba 
Christopher Krueg er 
Baroque flut e 
Catherine Liddell lute 
Martin Pearlman Baroque 
e11se111bles• 
Robinson Pyle 
11atural trumpet 
Marc Schachman 
Baroq11e oboe 
Jane Starkman 
Baroque violi11, viola 
Daniel Stepner 
Baroq11e violi11 
Peter Sykes harpsichord* 
MUSICOLOGY 
Victor Coelho* 
Paul Harris* 
Brita Heimarck• 
Thomas Peatti e* 
Joshua Rifkin* 
Andrew Shenton• 
Joel Sheve loff* 
Jeremy Yudkin* 
THEORY and 
COMPOSITION 
Martin Amlin * 
Theodore Antoniou• 
Deborah Burton• 
Richard Cornell' 
Joshua Fineberg• 
Luka s Foss 
Osvaldo Golijov 
Samuel Headrick• 
David Kopp• 
Rodney Lister• 
Ketty Nez• 
John Wallace• 
Steven Weigt• 
MUSIC EDUCATION 
Richard Bunbury• 
Bernadette Colley 
Andre de Quadros• 
Joy Dougl ass 
David Hebert* 
Patrick Jones• 
Warren Levenso n 
William McManus• 
James Merenda 
Sandra Nicolucci* 
Anthony Palmer 
Evan Sanders 
Steven Scott 
John Wallace• 
CONDUCTING 
E. Wayne Abercrombie 
David Hoose• 
Ann Howard Jones• 
David Martins 
OPERA INSTITUTE 
Judith Chaffee 
Phyllis Curtin++ 
Sharon Daniels* 
Ruth Benson Levin 
William Lumpkin* 
Adam McLean 
Betsy Polatin 
Christien Polos 
Maria Spacagna 
Jeffrey Stevens 
Allison Voth* 
STAFF PIANISTS 
Michelle Alexander 
Eve Budnick 
Jodi Goble 
Phillip Oliver 
David Richardson 
Lorena Tecu 
*Denotes full-time 
faculty 
Department Chairmen 
represented in bold 
++ Emeritus 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
PRODUCTION DEPARTMENT 
J. Casey Soward, Manager of Prod11ction a11d Performance 
Diane McLean, Stage Manager 
Martin Snow, Keyboard Technician a11d Restoratio11 
Roberto Toledo, Head Recording Engineer 
Ma( iers, Executive Operations Officer• 
lanin , ke, Acting Director of Admissions and St11dent Affairs• 
Anthony Enslow, Executive Assistant• 
Chris Wilson, Recording E11gi11eer 
Eric Roberson, Scheduling and Programs Coordi11ator 
Kris Sessa, Librarian 
Chris Santos, Director of Development and Al11m11i Relations 
'-indicates employee of the School of Music* 
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